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In this poetic exploration of sound, silence, movement and places, the director João França offers 

insight into this magical world where musicians of all ages and all levels come together in an 

accompanying and supportive environment, to explore the possibilities of improvisational 

collaborations (music, dance and visual art). Following the participants of the second edition of 

the musical improvisation camp Coin du Banc madness that seeks to connect members of 

different communities with profound experiences of improvised musical creations, this 

documentary short united personal experiences participants with breathtaking landscapes of Coin 

du Banc, Quebec and surroundings. The portrait of this unique encounter between music and the 

community is portrayed in "Why am I here" using colors and delicate textures unique to the 

Gaspé Peninsula. 

 

 



 

João França’s love of visual art drew him to filmmaking early in life. Born and raised in Brazil, 

he started his own company, Belina Filmes, as he graduated in Audiovisual Arts at the 

University of São Paulo. For the past decade he has prolifically documented, edited and directed 

video content for the web and TV channels. With his Eye on Water (2009), he won São Paulo 

Environmental Film Festival; his tribute to an emblematic actor at the country, In the fields of 

David (2010), was nationally broadcasted. In 2013, he made his debut on fiction with the 

comedy Dog Quente (‘Hot Dog’, 2013), a shortfilm nominated at Festival Curta-SE. He was the 

cinematographer for a season The world as seen by Brazilians (2013), a series for TV and 

Netflix; as well as for Second Half (2017), a feature documentary on soccer awarded at 

CINEfoot and shortlisted at 11MM at Berlin (2018). During his stay in Canada, he created a 

directed the web series Storylines (2016) and connected to the Institute of Critical Studies for 

Improvisation of the University of Guelph, where he directed the short documentary of the 

Musical Improvisation Camp at Land’s End (Why I am here, 2017). 

 


